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What is Web

Tracker?

Web Tracker is a complete prescription-

tracking solution for General Pharmacy,

Pharmaceutical Manufacturing, Homecare

and more.

You can track the flow of medicine from

the point of arrival to its final destination. 



What our customers

say

This is our work engine. This is telling us what to do.

We use Web Tracker to keep our eye on our

scheduling. When we start selling down our products

to the clinic, we can see if we’ve sent everything.

- Tracey Sharman, Principal Technician at

North West Anglia NHS Foundation Trust
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How does it all 

work?

Easy  and  secure  to  use

There’s a lot Web Tracker can

do. Its main feature is the

tracking of medicine. The

software allows you to input

data and print a label. 

The label is scannable as it is

moved between locations or

departments until it reaches the

right healthcare professional or

patient.
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Hospital pharmacies can follow

medicine from the point of arrival

to its eventual destination.

Whether TTO, controlled drugs,

inpatient or outpatient

prescriptions Web Tracker tracks

the prescription’s path and final

station, whether a specific ward,

staff or a patient.

The information in Web Tracker

can be viewed by staff anywhere

as long as they have their log-in

details at hand. This makes for

great flexibility as staff moves

around the hospital or

general practice.

Tracking medicine



From arrival to destination

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Book in your prescriptions

Print your label and place it on the specific

prescription

Track deliveries as they are scanned

with bluetooth wireless scanners

throughout their journey



Benefits 

of using

Web

Tracker

Save  time

It eliminates 90 per cent of the medicine

queries from and within the ward

View  real-time  overview

Always know where your medicine are with a

real-time overview

Improve  workflow  &  capacity

As Web Tracker organises the information for

you, the tool improves workflow as well as

capacity



WEB  TRACKER'S
ADDITIONAL  SYSTEMS

3
Chemo Manager

1
Clinical  Homecare  system

The Clinical Homecare system is an order

management system for, as the product

name suggests, clinical homecare.

Prescriptions can be recorded and

purchased through the system.

2
Clinical  Trials  Manager

This module in Web Tracker allows for full

clinical trial management. Staff can manage

supplies, the initiation onto trials, invoices,

labelling and documents.

The Chemo Manager within Web

Tracker allows for capacity

management through the

chemotherapy lifecycle of products.

The wards and pharmacy can interact

via the system. The ward can for

instance declare if patients have

arrived for their therapy.



Interventions and prescription error

recordings

Web Tracker allows you to record interventions

and prescription errors. A few nifty tools allow

you to manage these interventions and errors

well. To inform our decisions, we found it

important to base our system on evidence. With

that in mind, an academic publication about

developing interventions in healthcare

informed us to optimise this feature.*

You can rank 

the interventions, 

or as you may call

them, innovations or

programmes
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Apply the appropriate 

Provide the interventions with quantitative

and qualitative analytics

tariffs to different severity levels

*please find the publication here:

https://www.sheffield.ac.uk/media/10340/download



Controlled drug

ordering

The newest feature in our Web Tracker

solution is the controlled drug ordering. The

system is now fully functional across UH

Bristol as of June 2020.

This module in Web Tracker allows for

ordering of controlled drugs. Dedicated lists

can be built up. This way you can control

orders safely and track deliveries up to its

destination in a full digital solution.



Who are we?
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ABOUT  

PROMATICA

DIGITAL

Promatica Digital was set up as digital

solutions for the NHS grew in importance. 

With over 25 years of experience working

across the NHS, Promatica Digital has a unique

perspective. With this insight we create

solutions that actually make a difference and

design software that is easy to use for people

working in health and social care. 
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Get In Touch With Us
Request more information, a quote or

schedule a demo

Telephone

0330 111 2842

Mobile

+44 0796 775 6921

Email  Address

info@promaticadigital.co.uk

Website

promaticadigital.co.uk

https://twitter.com/PromaticaD
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC7vq-ai3GdX7i9ft01a_cZA
https://www.linkedin.com/company/promatica-digital
https://www.digitalmarketplace.service.gov.uk/g-cloud/services/108277696211885
https://www.promaticadigital.co.uk/products/web-tracker

